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Description:
From Publishers Weekly Like Hoff's bestselling The Tao of Pooh , this more topical and sobering
sequel uses characters from A. A. Milne's children's classics to illustrate the Taoist philosophy of
living in harmony with nature. Piglet shows the Way, turning his smallness into an asset and
embodying Te (pronounced deh ), the Chinese word for virtue. Illustrated with drawings from the
original Pooh books and quoting liberally from them, this forceful New Age sermon condemns the
rape of the environment, unsafe, unnecessary nuclear power plants, the bloated military budget,
computers in the classroom, giant corporations, jingoist support for the Persian Gulf war and a
succession of "self-centered, ignoramus Conservative" presidents. Hoff's tired attacks on the
"Negative News Media" and on "Eeyore Amazons" who "call themselves feminists but . . . don't like

femininity" weaken his presentation, but on the whole, his Taoist manifesto distills ageless personal
and political wisdom, relaying an ecological message we ignore at our peril.
Copyright 1992 Reed Business Information, Inc.
From Kirkus Reviews Ten years later, a sequel to the runaway bestseller The Tao of Pooh. If you
like marshmallow laced with arsenic, it was worth the wait. In the original, as you may recall, Hoff
had an Idea: that Winnie-the-Pooh could be used to explain Taoism, the ancient Chinese way of
balance. Now, as luck would have it, Pooh's buddy Piglet turns out to be the perfect embodiment of
Te, the Taoist term for virtue, which is attained through sensitivity, modesty, and smallness. Piglet,
you see, is a ``Very Small Animal'' (for all his talk about smallness, Hoff, like A.A. Milne, who must
be groaning in his grave, likes capital letters Very Much), and the diminutive porker's adventures
are the perfect means to preach, Very Lightly, about being positive and ecological and upright. The
trick is to ``observe, deduce, apply''; once done, the millennial ``Day of Piglet'' will arrive and
human beings will once again achieve ``the state of paradise that existed before the Great
Separation occurred.'' Watch out, though: All is not summer in the 100-Acre Wood. Beneath the
goofy grin one finds bared teeth, as Hoff snaps away peevishly at Confucianism (``authoritarian, NoNonsense attitude toward life''), Christianity, feminism (``behind their antimasculine words, it's
Overmasculinity as Usual''), Republicans, critics, computers--whatever raises his Taoist hackles. All
in a Good Cause, of course. No doubt, The Ching of Eeyore comes next. Then what? Well, by then the
Day of Piglet will have come, and the whole world will be a Trillion-Acre Wood...so empty your
pockets while you can, and watch Piglet bring home the bacon. (Illustrated with 51 line drawings
from the original Pooh books. However did they dare?) -- Copyright ©1992, Kirkus Associates, LP.
All rights reserved.
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